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TIMES - 2 SPEED FILES

Times-2 Speed Files are double-depth, multimedia, modular storage cabinets designed to occupy no more floor space than traditional vertical files but yield up to four times the capacity of standard lateral files.
TM

Times-2 Speed Files have Positive Position Control which is your guarantee of the highest quality materials and the most
advanced engineering features of any Rotatable- storage system available in the world.
This Accessory Guide is designed to illustrate our most popular and highest demand accessories. For a copy of our Space
Planning Guide contact your Authorized Times-2 Speed File Dealer, or call Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company.
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Features and Benefits

General Information - Times-2 Speed Files deliver significant Features and Benefits beyond traditional vertical or lateral files.
Times-2 is the technological and contemporary solution for your immediate filing and your future storage requirements. The broad
range of Features and Benefits includes:

Capacity - The unique back-to-back, double-depth design of Times-2 Speed Files is best described by our motto: “Store Twice as
Much ... Retrieve Twice as Fast.” A single eight-tier unit holds as much material as four standard vertical files but utilizes only half
the floor space. The capacity of Times-2 is unparalleled by traditional drawer file standards.
Letter-Size Units
MODEL#

FILING INCHES

VERTICAL FILES

LATERAL FILES

13S or 13A ............................... 144 LFI .................................................. 1.44 .................................... 1.12
14S or 14A ............................... 192 LFI .................................................. 1.92 .................................... 1.50
15S or 15A ............................... 240 LFI .................................................. 2.40 .................................... 1.87
16S or 16A ............................... 288 LFI .................................................. 2.88 .................................... 2.25
17S or 17A ............................... 336 LFI .................................................. 3.36 .................................... 2.62
18S or 18A ............................... 384 LFI .................................................. 3.84 .................................... 3.00

Legal/EDP/A4-Size Units
MODEL#

FILING INCHES

VERTICAL FILES

LATERAL FILES

23S or 23A ............................... 180 LFI .................................................. 1.80 .................................... 1.40
24S or 24A ............................... 240 LFI .................................................. 2.40 .................................... 1.87
25S or 25A ............................... 300 LFI .................................................. 3.00 .................................... 2.34
26S or 26A ............................... 360 LFI .................................................. 3.60 .................................... 2.81
27S or 27A ............................... 420 LFI .................................................. 4.20 .................................... 3.28
28S or 28A ............................... 480 LFI .................................................. 4.80 .................................... 3.75

The charts above show the capacity of each model Times-2 Speed File and the comparison to four drawer lateral and vertical files.
The chart doesn’t tell the full story.
A conventional drawer file will store a maximum of 35 LFI per square foot of floor space. Times-2 will house up to 72 LFI per square
foot. The capacity gain, when combined with the floor space savings and the greater access improvements, means productivity
increases as well as measurable cost savings.
Access - The Rotatable design of Times-2 means that half the documents are available for immediate access.
The other half are a simple rotation away. When Times-2 is placed between two work stations simultaneous access is possible.
Modular Design - Times-2 Speed Files are modular in three ways. Six different heights are available and these heights can be
used in various space saving applications. Units are designed to accommodate Letter-Size documents or, as a separate cabinet,
Legal/EDP/A4-Sized documents can be stored. Finally, units can be placed in any floor plan as single Starter Units or in combinations of Starter and Add-On Units to achieve virtually any desired length.
Any Add-On Unit can be converted to a Starter Unit with the purchase and assembly of a simple Conversion Kit.
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Features and Benefits (Cont.)

Flexibility - This Accessory Guide illustrates our most popular interior components. Times-2 can house effectively and
efficiently: side-tab documents, top-tab documents, hanging folders of all designs, books, binders, microfiche, microfilm, diskettes,
CD-ROM, EDP printouts, boxes, supplies, confidential documents, as well as a host of specialty racks and components designed
to accommodate the wide spectrum of today’s multimedia.
Security - Six levels of security are available for each Times-2 Speed File. Level 1, the standard lock, is designed to keep honest
people honest. Level 2, a Medeco Security Lock, is one of the world’s finest locks. Level 3 is Twin Locks. Times-2 is the only
Rotatable File with this dual key security option. Level 4, Closed Backs, denies two-sided access. Level 5 is high strength
security Astragals. Astragals allow the user to physically block access with hinged security panels along the door edge. Level 6
anchors Times-2 to the floor for both security and seismic concerns. Security can include a combination of all these levels as the
particular sensitive material is evaluated within an organization.
Cast - The best method to compare various multimedia storage systems is to break cost into a cost per Lineal Filing Inch. Times2 Speed Files are demonstrably lower than quality lateral and vertical files, demonstrably lower than electrified mechanical carousels, and routinely less costly per filing inch than small mobile track files. And Times-2’s flexibility allows for more types of
documents to be stored without the man-hour expense of converting documents into another format.
Appearance - Times-2 Speed Files come in 25 standard colors and can be ordered in custom colors at an upcharge. With
optional laminated doors, custom work surfaces, and fabric-wrapped ends you can fully integrate Times-2 into any space plan.
Safety - Positive Position Control , built into every Times-2 since 1976, means that the operator is in control of the rotating
interior. Positive Position Control includes three essential features: Pressed-formed raceways which eliminate all wear and tear on
rotating surfaces; Columnar Design support which distributes weight to the outside of the rotating interior so the machine, not the
user, does the work; and an Automatic, Self-Centering Mechanism provides positive latching for the rotating interior. Additional
safety features include two-ply soft vinyl door strips mounted on a reverse beveled post, exclusive on demand “free spin”
position for ADA compliance, and the most comprehensive seismic calculations for UBC compliance.
TM

Service - Times-2 Speed Files are distributed by the most extensive and knowledgeable Rotatable Dealer network in the world.
From Kansas City to Kaula Lampour, from Stockton to Stockholm, Times-2 factory trained technicians are ready to help specify,
space plan, receive and install your new or existing Times-2 Speed Files.
Warranty - Times-2 Speed Files are warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship when installed by an authorized
Times-2 Speed File Dealer. The base assembly is warranted for ten full years and the balance of the unit for five. In an industry
where warranties are measured in months-or replete with nonsensical exclusions-the Times-2 Speed File warranty remains uncluttered and straight forward, as it has since 1971. Times-2 is quality without compromise.
For a complete copy of our specifications contact your local Authorized Times-2 Dealer or
Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company.
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Standard Units
Include:
Adjustable, Reversible Shelves
1.75" Increments in shelf height adjustment
Dividers per shelf
Cylinder Lock
Positive Position Control
Color coordinated, shrinkage
controlled, two-ply vinyl door strips mounted
on a reverse beveled post.
Times-2 No Nonsense Warranty
25 Standard Powder Coat finishes
Fully compatible accessories that can be added
immediately or in the future

STANDARD UNITS
Standard Times-2 Speed Files are designed to store side-tab and color coded folders, books, binders, EDP printouts, boxes, and
other similar media. Available as either Letter-Size or Legal/EDP/A4-Size units, each opening is a minimum of 10" clear. One
opening in 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-tier units will accept a RollOut Reference Shelf without reducing the 10” clear opening when the above
media is stored.
The above illustration shows (1) 17S Starter Unit and (1) 17A Add-On Unit. Starters can be ordered as a stand alone unit. Each
row of multiple units must begin with a Starter Unit. The number of Add-On Units which can be attached to a Starter Unit is not
limited to the unit design but only by the available floor space in a particular space plan or office. To add to left of Starter Unit
specify “L” suffix. Starter Unit (i.e. 17 SL means you can add additional units to either right or left sides.)
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RN Units Include:
All the Features of Standard Units plus:
Up to five tiers of RollOut Drawers with Hanging
Folder Frames (#1995/#1996) depending on
height and model specified.
Adjustable, Reversible Shelves in tiers 6, 7, and
8. Dividers per shelf

RN UNITS
Times-2 Speed Files can be ordered as pre-configured units to meet the demands of today’s multimedia storage environments. The
RN Unit is one of those configurations. Depending on the model and height specified, up to five full tiers are specified with
RollOut Drawers with Hanging Folder Frames (accessories #1995 Letter/#1996 Legal/EDP/A4. See Page 13 for illustration.) RN
Units are pre-priced for ease of planning and specification. Above the fifth tier are Adjustable, Reversible Shelves complete with
dividers.
Shown above is (1) 17SRN and (1) 17ARN. As with all Times-2 Speed Files, Starter Units may be used as stand alone cabinets and
the number of Add-On Units is only limited by the available floor space.

FN Units Include:
All the Features of Standard Units plus:

Up to five tiers, each side, of RollOut Hanging Folder
Frame (#991/#992) depending on height unit
specified
Adjustable, Reversible Shelves in tiers 6, 7, and 8.
Dividers per shelf

FN UNITS
FN Units are the economical version of RN Units. The only difference is the design of the RollOut accessory. In FN Units we utilize the #991
Letter-Size of the #992 Legal/EDP/A4-Size RollOut Hanging Folder Frame (See Page 14 for illustration). The #991/#992 frame does not have a
bottom so it represents an initial lower cost. The FN Unit has slightly less multimedia capabilities than the RN designation.
Shown above is (1) 17SFN Starter Unit and (1) 17A-FN Add-On Unit. As with all Times-2 Speed Files, Starter Units may be used as stand
alone cabinets and the number of Add-On Units is only limited by the available floor space.
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Empty Units Feature:
Same rugged construction as Standard Units
without shelves or dividers — custom design the
interior to meet your multimedia requirements!
Positive Position Control
Cylinder Lock
1.75" height adjustment for accessories
Color coordinated, shrinkage controlled, two-ply
vinyl door strip mounted on reverse beveled post
Times-2 No Nonsense Warranty
25 Standard Powder Coat Finishes
Compatible with all Times-2 Speed File accessories

EMPTY UNITS
Times-2 Speed Files can be ordered without Adjustable, Reversible Shelves, Dividers, or RollOut frames of any sort. These units
can be specified by adding the suffix “E” to any model number. This “Empty” designation allows for the more experienced space
planner or facilities manager to customize the interior for their own multi-media requirements. Interior planning specifications are
included in every price list.
Shown above is (1) 17SE Starter Unit Empty and (1) 17AE Add-On Unit Empty. As with all Times-2 Speed Files, Starter Units may
be used as stand alone cabinets and the number of Add-On Units is only limited by the available floor space.
Conversion Kits:
Creating tatter Units from
Existing Add-On Units.
HEIGHT

LETTER SIZE

LEGAL/EDP/A4

Conversion Kits
Include:

3-Tier .................... 13CK .................. 23CK

Starter Canopy Top

4-Tier .................... 14CK .................. 24CK

(2) Posts with vinyl

5-Tier .................... 15CK .................. 25CK

door strips

6-Tier .................... 16CK .................. 26CK

(2) End Panels

7-Tier .................... 17CK .................. 27CK

Base Filler

8-Tier .................... 18CK .................. 28CK

CONVERSION KITS
All Add-On Units can be converted into Starter Units with the addition of a simple Conversion Kit. The Conversion kit includes all
the necessary parts and hardware.
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ADJUSTABLE, REVERSIBLE SHELF
#901 Letter-Size, #902 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
The Adjustable, Reversible Shelf is supplied with all standard or pre-configured Times-2 Speed Files. The shelf is
slotted every 1" to accept any of the various sized Times-2 dividers. The shelf is also reversible. When placed with the
“no lip” side forward color-coded or end-tab folders can be filed or retrieved with great ease. If placed with 1/4" high lip
forward then items such as fiche trays, boxes, or mailroom inserts can be stored with confidence. Standard dividers can
be used with the shelf in either position but are best utilized when the “no lip” side is forward. The color of the shelf
matches the color of the unit.

RECESSED SHELF
#901 R Letter-Size, #902R LegallEDPIA4-Size
The Recessed Shelf offers specific advantages over the Adjustable, Reversible Shelf in several applications. The
Recessed Shelf creates cantilever-style storage to improve vision of documents in the lower tiers of any Times-2. ThreeRing Binders are stored more efficiently on this shelf. Computer printout storage is a favorite application because the file
clerk can hold the printout from the bottom and support the printout as it is stored. This is a huge benefit for those very
heavy printouts. But the most popular application of all is placing Letter-Size documents in a Legal/EDP/A4-Size Times-2
Speed File. The Recessed Shelf is slotted every 1” to accept all standard Times-2 dividers. The color of the shelf matches
the color of the unit.
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DIVIDERS/MAGNETIC FOLLOWERS
Remember how frustrating it is to try and find shelf dividers which are shorter than the file folders themselves? Times-2
certainly does - and that’s why all Times-2 dividers extend beyond the height of the file folder. With Times-2 dividers you
can see the divider at all times and therefore readjust the divider very easily. The divider has sturdy three-point support:
two points are on the shelf itself and the third point is under the shelf immediately above. Two dividers per opening in
Letter-Size and three dividers per opening Legal/EDP/A4-Size are standard. Divider heights are available for all possible
sized openings in any multimedia configuration. The color of the divider matches the color of the unit.
Magnetic Followers and Mini-Mags are used to compress file folders and other media whenever “infinite” adjustment is
required. Magnetic Followers are typically used inside #480/481 RollOut Drawers to support the file folders. Magnetic
Followers are also used for non-Times-2 Speed File applications such as book shelves, open shelving, high density
moveable shelving, or within individual work stations. Mini-Mags are used inside Times-2 microfiche, microfilm, card, or
check drawers. The color of the Follower matches the color of the unit.
NOTE: Order without magnetic material if Followers are to be used with any magnetically encoded material such as
floppy disks, tape, or similar storage devices.

Dividers*
DIVIDER

OPENING SIZE APPLICATION

Magnetic Followers
PART#

H

PART #

#459 ....................... 6.5" ...................... Boxes
#460 ...................... 8.25" ................... Reduced
#461 ....................... 10" .................... Standard
#462 ..................... 11.75" ................... Binders
#463 ...................... 13.5" ................... Printouts
#464 ..................... 15.25" ................... Ledgers
#465 ....................... 17" ...................... jumbo

APPLICATION

W

#041 Mag. Fol ............... 7.5" x 7" ............. Shelf/RO Drawer

#457 ........................ 3" ................... Flat Forms
#458 ...................... 4.75" ..................... Trays

DIMENSIONS

#857 Mini-Mag ........ 4.375" x 7.35"... ........ Tabulating Cards
#856 Mini-Mag .......... 4.375" x 5.97" ............. 4"x 6" Cards
#855 Mini-Mag .......... 4.375" x 4.97" ............. 3"x 5" Cards
#854 Mini-Mag .......... 4.375" x 3.97" ........ Microfilm or fiche
The clear opening between RollOut Drawers is .25" higher than
the shown opening sizes. Special Rotortops can be ordered to
accommodate Tape Seals, T-Bars for Printouts.
*Prices on dividers vary. Consult your current Price List or
Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company.

#466 ....................... 18" ............... X-Ray on end
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ROLLOUT REFERENCE SHELF
#548 Letter-Size, #549 LegallEDP/A4-Size
The RollOut Reference Shelf is the most popular Times-2 Speed File accessory. The Reference Shelf provides the perfect
“at the task’ work surface to make storage and retrieval more productive and efficient. All 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-Tier units are
designed to accept the Reference Shelf without sacrificing any storage capacity when Adjustable, Reversible Shelves are
specified. When coordinating the interior of Times-2 remember that when used with our RollOut Drawer with Hanging
Folder Frame, the Reference Shelf will require 3 louvers (or 4.75" in total height). The RollOut Reference Shelf is constructed of laminated particle board and is available in a selection of standard finishes. Only Accuride suspensions are
used.

Letter-Size Closing Strips
LETTER
SIZE

SINGL
DEPTH #

DOUBLE
DEPTH #

Legal-Size Closing Strips
LEGAL/
SINGLE
EDP/A4-SIZE DEPTH#

EXTENDED TOP #
single
double

DOUBLE
DEPTH#

EXTENDED
single

TOP#
double

3-Tier .......... 923 ............. 943 .............. 1923 ......... 1943

3-Tier .......... 933 ............. 953 .............. 1933 .......... 1953

4-Tier .......... 924 ............. 944 .............. 1924 ......... 1944

4-Tier .......... 934 ............. 954 .............. 1934 .......... 1954

5-Tier .......... 925 ............. 945 .............. 1925 ......... 1945

5-Tier .......... 935 ............. 955 .............. 1935 .......... 1955

6-Tier .......... 926 ............. 946 .............. 1926 ......... 1946

6-Tier .......... 936 ............. 956 .............. 1936 .......... 1956

7-Tier .......... 927 ............. 947 .............. 1927 ......... 1947

7-Tier .......... 937 ............. 957 .............. 1937 .......... 1957

8-Tier .......... 928 ............. 948 .............. 1928 ......... 1948

8-Tier .......... 938 ............. 958 .............. 1938 .......... 1958

CLOSING STRIPS & EXTENDED CANOPY TOPS
Sometimes referred to as “Wall Closing Strips” this accessory is used to cover the rotation space between your Times-2
Speed File and a wall, panel, or another Times-2 unit in a back-to-back layout. Three styles of Closing Strips are available:
Single-Depth Closing Strips, Double-Depth Closing Strips, and Closing Strips for use with Extended Canopy Tops. The
color of the Closing Strip matches the color of the unit.
Extended Canopy Tops extend to cover the rotation space behind any Times-2. To order the Extended Canopy Top
simply specify your choice in Letter or Legal/EDP/A4-Size. A slight upcharge for extended Canopy Tops will be made.
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END SUPPORTS
End Supports can be used as an alternative to
the hanging folder frame when adapting the
RollOut Drawer to store end-tab or top-tab
folders. These brite-plated End Supports are
inserted into four holes located in the side of
the RollOut Drawer. Two supports should be
ordered for each drawer, and Magnetic
Followers will be needed to compress stored
media. (See Page 10

ROLLOUT DRAWER
#480 Letter-Size, #481 LegallEDP/A4-Size

The RollOut Drawer forms the backbone of Times-2 Speed File RollOut accessories. The RollOut Drawer, when used by
itself, provides an area of flat storage for computer printouts, bulk supplies, and other materials and thereby functions as
a ready reference drawer. The Drawer has two distinct front lips which makes storage of metal or plastic trays very secure
and efficient. And the Drawer’s all steel construction and Accuride suspensions make it our most durable platform for
accessory expansion.
The RollOut Drawer can be converted to house hanging folder frames, microfilm, fiche, checks, and cards. The RollOut
Drawer can be modified to accept top-tab or end-tab folders as well. The RollOut Drawer represents real value in this age
of changing media because it is easy and cost effective to change the Drawer to meet the needs of the user’s media. The
color of the Drawer matches the color of the unit. The drawer is rated for up to 125 lbs of stored materials.
The following chart helps specify the parts required for filed conversions of RollOut Drawers. NOTE: for ease of ordering,
many of these applications have their own part numbers. Page numbers for each application are shown below. For
standard folders a 10" opening is all that is required.
PARTS SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATIONS

TIMES-2
ACCESSORIES

APPLICATIONS

PAGE#

Top-Tab Folders ........... Add #482 or #483 .................. 1 2
End Supports

TIMES-2
ACCESSORIES

PAGE

Checks ................... Add #371 or #372 .................. 1 3
Drawer Back

- ............................... Add #041
Magnetic Follower

- ........................ Add #915 or #916 .................. 1 3
Drawer Dividers

End-Tab Folders .............. Same as above ...................... 1 2

- .......................... Add appropriate .................... 1 0
Mini-Mag

Hanging Folders ................ Add #574 or ....................... 1 3
#575 Frame

- ........................... Complete Unit ..................... 1 3
#488 or #489

Fiche, Film, Cards ......... Add #913 or #914 .................. 1 3
Drawer Front

Front-to-Back ............ Add#151 or #152 ................... 1 4
Hanging Folder Frames
Converter Bars
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ROLLOUT DRAWER WITH HANGING FOLDER FRAME
# 1995 Letter-Size, # 1996 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
The RollOut Drawer with Hanging Folder Frame is the strongest and most flexible Times-2 Accessory. The RollOut
Drawer with Hanging Folder Frame will house all popular hanging folders as illustrated. It will also house top-tab or sidetab folders if the front rail is removed.
One standard 10" opening is all that is required.

CARD DRAWER
#488 Letter-Size, #489 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
The Card Drawer isn’t limited to just card storage. Microfilm, microfiche, cards, checks, CD-ROM, videos, supplies and a
host of trays, boxes, or storage can be effectively housed in the Card Drawer. Two Drawers will stack into any IO”
opening.
The Card Drawer comes complete with a drawer front, drawer back, and drawer dividers which adjust every quarter inch.
Specify the correct size Mini-Mag from page 10.
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CONVERTER BARS
# 151 Letter-Size, # 152 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
In Legal/EDP/A4-Size, the # 152 Converter Bars consist of three pieces allowing for two rows of front-to-back letter-size
hanging folders. In the Letter-Size, the #151 Converter Bars consist of two pieces allowing one row of front-to-back legalsize hanging folders.
For Legal/EDP/A4-Size units the capacity gain will range from 10% to 33%. A Standard 10" clear opening is the minimum
size required.

ROLLOUT HANGING FOLDER FRAME
#991 Letter-Size, #992 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
The RollOut Hanging Folder Frame is the economical alternative to storing hanging folders whenever the versatility of the
#1995/#1996 is not necessary. Sturdy and functional the RollOut Hanging Folder Frame requires a standard 10" opening.
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SECURITY DRAWER
#607 Letter-Size, #608 Legal/EDP/A4-Size
For additional privacy in storing confidential documents or valuables, the Security Drawer can be used in any Times-2
Speed File.
The Security Drawer features a double-bitted lock with key, recessed drawer front, and lock-activated arms that secure the
drawer into the door louvers. The Adjustable, Reversible Shelf (#901/#902) above the drawer is anchored to the door
louvers. The shelf is ordered separately. The Security Drawer requires a standard 10" opening.

Shelves & Racks:

Rotor Top Options:

Miscellaneous

#075/#076 Documate® Rack

#54 1/#542 T-Bar Rotor Top

Accessories:

#077/#078 FastHook® Rack

#919/#920 T-Bar Channel for Rotor Top

#538I/025I Dual Foot Pedal

#1147/#1148 Tape Seal Rack

#554/#555 Tape Seal Rotor Top

#538K/025K Dual Foot Pedal Kit

#395/#396 Short Stop Spacer

(Field Installation)

#613/#614 Oblique Rack

#539 Range Finder

#977/#978 T-Bar Channel (for shelf)

#599 Card Holder
#579/#580 Floor anchors for
seismic installations. Consult
factory
for seismic calculations.
#003/#006 Under Base Dolly
TUP Touch-up Paint

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES LISTING
Plus other custom designed inserts, Closed Backs, laminate door options, worktops, and specialty accessories. Consult
your local authorized Times-2 speed file dealer for additional information, or call Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company. We have your solution
TM.
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